SUPPLIES

Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
OR White or Black Refill Pages

Frightful and Furry by Lauren Hinds
Designer Cardstock
2" Border Strips
Pocket Border Strips
Pocket Journal Cards

Playful Primary Designer Cardstock

Orangesicle Solid Core Cardstock

The Real Seal Punch

Everyday Birthday Stackable Stickers
by Lauren Hinds

Tape Runner

Foam Mounting Squares

Precision Point 2-Way Glue Pen

Border Maker System

Pumpkin Vine Design Cartridge

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Choose Snow White Cardstock or Refill pages for base.

2. From the Frightful and Furry Designer cardstock, cut two pieces from orange diagonal Designer Cardstock 5½"x12", cut two pieces from green Cardstock 4½"x12" pieces and two 1"x12" pieces, cut two pieces of yellow Cardstock 4½"x12".

3. Cut a plaid 2" Border Strip into two pieces 1"x12".

4. Cut the Trick or Treat 2" Border strip to 2"x3½" to show whole design at top of strip.

5. Cut a piece of Orangesicle Cardstock 1½"x2¼". Cut a v-shape at bottom to make a flag.

6. Cut a piece of purple dot Playful Primary Cardstock to 1½"x2½". Cut a v-shape at bottom to make a flag as shown.

7. Use the Real Seal Punch to punch two seals from purple Designer Cardstock. Cut in half. Cut a mat for the vertical photo with the purple Designer Cardstock 4¼"x6⅛" Round the top corners of the mat and the vertical 4x6 Photo. Adhere photo to mat.

8. Using same purple designer Cardstock, punch once with Pumpkin Vine Cartridge. Trim to 1¼" high and 2½" wide so it can slide under journal card. Cut a small piece of orange designer paper to cover the pumpkin from behind and adhere using Precision Point Glue Pen. Cut a piece of green Designer Cardstock slightly smaller than 1¼"x2½" and adhere to the back so the green shows through for the vine and leaves.

9. Cut a 4" section from a yellow Pocket Border Strip and cut a v-shape to make a flag. Cut a 3½"x1½" piece of green Designer Cardstock and cut a v-shape to make a flag. Cut a 2½"x1¼" piece from an orange Frightful and Furry Pocket Border Strip. Round the corners on one side.

10. Adhere 4"x12" green cardstock to top of Refill Page or Cardstock. Adhere Orange 5"x12" piece to bottom of Refill Page or Cardstock. Place yellow 4½"x12" cardstock about 3" down from top. Place plaid Border Strip below yellow cardstock with the 1" green strip underneath. Do this for both pages or cardstock.

11. Trim one of the 4"x6" photos on the right page to leave about ½" space between photos.

12. Adhere elements as shown. Use Foam Mounting Squares under the Trick or Treat Border Strip, ‘sweet life’ sticker, and Journal Card.
The girls had so much fun dressing up and trick or treating. They couldn't wait to unwrap their lollipops! They truly make our life sweet.